
JOINS 



Introduction

Since the data is stored in multiple tables, it is 
required to retrieve data from more than one 
table at one time. Oracle allows establishing 
relationship among multiple tables & helps 
to retrieve information from multiple tables. 
The join operation matches the rows of one 
table with rows of another table, based on 
values in those rows.



Types of Join

Equi Join.

Cartesian Join.

Outer Join.

Self Join.



Equi Join

It is a join that displays only the rows that have 
a match in both the joined tables. Columns 
containing Null  values do not match other 
values.

E.g. Select 
table1.col,table1.col,table2.col,table2.col from 
table1,table2 where table. key field= 
table2.foreign key field.



E.g. 

Suppliers:

Supplier_id Supplier_name

10000
10001
10002
10003

IBM
Hewlett Packard

Microsoft
NVIDIA

Orders: Order_id Supplier_id Order_date

500125

500126

500127

10000

10001

10009

01-JAN-09

01-FEB-09

11-JAN-09



Select Suppliers.Suppliers_id, Suppliers.Supplier_name, 
order.order_date

From Suppliers, orders

Where suppliers. Supplier_id= order.supplier_id;

Result:

Supplier_id name Order_date

10000
10001

IBM
Hewlett Packard

01-JAN-09
01-FEB-09



Cartesian Join

When the join condition is omitted the result is 
Cartesian join of 2 or more tables in which all the 
rows will be displayed. All the rows of the first table 
are joined to all the rows of second table. So the 
result set will have number of rows equal to number 
of rows in first table multiplied by number of rows in 
second table. This join is useful in finding all the 
possible combination of rows from different tales.



E.g. Select table1.col,table1.col,table2.col,table2.col 
from table 1,table2.

Select suppliers.suppliers_id, suppliers.suppliers_name, 
order.order_date from suppliers,orders;

Supplier_id name Order_date

10000
10001
10002
10003
10000
10001
10002
10003

IBM
Hewlett Packard

Microsoft
NVIDIA

IBM
Hewlett Packard

Microsoft
NVIDIA

01-JAN-09
01-JAN-09
01-JAN-09
01-JAN-09
01-FEB-09
01-FEB-09
01-FEB-09
01-FEB-09



Outer Join
While using equi join, if there exists certain records in 

one table which do have corresponding values in 
second, then those rows will not be selected. We can 
forcefully select such rows by using the outer join 
symbol(+). The corresponding rows for those 
columns will have null values. There are two types of 
joins.



Left Outer Join
Select s.supplier_id, s.supplier_name, o.order_date 

from supplier s,order o

Where s.supplier_id=o.supplier_id(+)

Supplier_id Name Order_date

10000
10001

IBM
Hewlett Packard

01-JAN-09
01-FEB-09
11-JAN-09



Right Outer Join

Select  s.supplier_id,s.supplier_name, o.order_date 
from supplier s, order o

Where s.supplier_id(+)=o.supplier_id;

Supplier_id Name Order_date

10000

10001

IBM

Hewlett Packard

01-JAN-09

01-FEB-09



Self Join
You can use a self join to simplify nested  SQL queries 

where the inner & outer queries reference  the same 
table. These joins allow you to retrieve related 
records from the same table. The most common case 
where you’d use a self join is when you have a table 
that references itself.

EMP .No ENAME MGR

1
2
3
4

Pooja
Kiran

Harish
Harpreet

3
4

In this table the manager attribute simply references the employee
no of another employee in the same table.
E.g. Pooja’s manager is emp no i,.e. Harish



Suppose you’re tasked with writing a SQL query to 
retrieve a list of employees & their managers.

Select e.name Employee, m.ename Manager from emp 
e,emp m where e.empno=m.empno

Employee Manager

Pooja
Kiran

Harish
Harpreet


